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Justice
;C-» because Anti-Foreigner Rally in Germany Disrupted
is 60 percent Thousands of people walked through Berlin's Brandeburg Gate in a
re more maie rally against anti-foreigner attacks in the largest gathering in the city
ol> ^ a larg
since the Berlin Wall was opened in 1989. But the demonstration of
e
approximately
350,000 people was disrupted when hundreds of leftist
anted to forni
»> the school anarchists hurled eggs, fruit and rocks at President Richard von
grant them Weizsaecker as he addressed the crowd at the Lustgarten Square across
ere is a men's from the empty parliament of the former East Germany.
Weizsaecker warned his countrymen that they must become more
[SM has fieldj active to defend democracy against those who regard reunification as a
nd ice hockey signal for a Fourth Reich. Weizsaecker's address was brought to a
plied, "Field temporary halt when about 300 anarchists started throwing objects and
ckey are not yelling "hypocrites" in opposition of the government's proposal to limit
ihe right to political asylum, as it is now guaranteed by the constitution.
le IX."
ichools, USM However, he was able to resume his speech following the arrival of riot
first show that police.
The gathering was a first for unified Germany, bringing together
rticipation at
government
and opposition fires, business leaders and unions and all
msideration is
religious
denominations
from both East and West. Every president of
ig it a varsity
Germany's 16 states participated in the rally except for Bavarian
>f financial archconservative Max Streibl.
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Prison Choir Music Now Available
Inspired by Jesus and the backbeat rhythm of a four-man band, 20
members of the toughest church choir in America marched the
concrete-block of the pr ison chapel. Until now, fans of gospel music
needed a prison sentence to hear the powerful voices of the San
Quentin Mass Choir.
However, due to Grateful Dead drummer Mickey Hart and a visit to
the prison earlier this year by a band of chanting Buddhist monks,
anyone with $9.25 can now purchase the album "He's All I Need on
cassette.
This week, Count Time Productions in association with producer
Hart, is releasing a collection of 10 gospel songs recorded May 9 in the
San Quentin Protestant chapel. Proceeds from the cassette go to
support the San Quentin crime victims' relief fund and prison charities,
fhe cassette can be ordered by sending $9.25 to Prison Bible Studies,
Post Office Box 446, San Quentin 94960.

//"

Hip Surgery Assisted by Robot

In a procedure being hailed as a medical first, doctors at a
Sacramento hospital used a robot this weekend to successfully perform
h'P replacement surgery. Dr. William Bargar, an orthopedic surgery,
placed the patient's diseased hip with the help of Robodoc, a sevenfoot-long mechanical arm with a drill on the end.
Robots have been used elsewhere to align surgical instruments but
^ve not previously played a direct role in surgical procedure.
Ior^
The weekend surgery came after six years of work an
Performed on dogs with hip injuries. It was the first of 10 tests o
frumans approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
determine whether Robodoc is safe and effective.
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A lapanese escort ship crashed with a Greenpeace boat tracking
Site laden with highly toxic plutonium on Sunday, the Greenpeace
crew said.
•
r
Japan is shipping the plutonium home to fire upa newgene^ ^ ^
nudear fast-breeder reactors. Greenpeace opposes the
P from
a
'racking it, saying the plutonium poses huge anger
|j
The

freighter Akatsuki Maru, carrying •
between security
f'PPed out of a French port after a day of clashes betwe
0rees

and environmentalists.
^„nt,A the helicopter
The sideswiping in the English Channe a
boat,
•«»g decks of the warship Shikishim. and the Greenpeace
o!o> the

group said. No injuries were reported.

Mandela Asks Factions to Work for Peace
^ week to his
prison Mandela made an impassione p e
tha't has torn the
0 owers and rivals to end the fratria a vi
, s th Africa's
f^ominantly Zulu province of Natal and disrupted
tran«tion

to democracy.
. Hadebe an African National
leaking at the funeral of Regie ri
leavjng a Natal peace
do
n
r
°tgress leader who was gunned
^ J^ goffers to forswear
on Oct 27, Mandela urged
on Zulu
I °kur. against political adversarie^ ^ abofohing apartheid.
ilists to abandon tribalism a

^ jeast 14 people were

and radio reports,
lurry's black townships over
'""d or burned to death m th
U"

Damarise Contreras
Staff Writer
Author on Southeast Asian affairs,
Dr. Christine Gray, was the Cross
Currents speaker last Tuesday. Her
presentation, entitled "Empire
Beyond Kingdoms: Culture and
Business in Southeast Asia," focused
on the roles that religion, ritual and
custom play in the business
transactions of Thailand.
Gray discussed the cultural features
c
'£ of the Thai business elite to
= demonstrate the kind of cultural
§ knowledge that is necessary to
^understand Southeast Asian politics
o and economics.
O
2 (See Gray, Page 2)
Supporters at last Saturday's game watched the Tigers defeat Cal State Fullerton. Story on page 8

AASU Forum Discusses Relationships, Communication
Allison Kajiya
Staff Writer
"Communicating
Between
Partners" was the main topic of
conversation in last Thursday's open
forum discussion on relationships,
sponsored by the African American
Student Union (AASU).
The forum, held in the Static Attic,
consisted of six UOP student
panelists: Angela Barnes, Jesse
Campbell, Rodney Campbell, Chet
Edwards, Jeanie Gregory and Rosalyn
VanBuren, and was moderated by
AASU President Angie Mays.
The forum, which encouraged
audience participation and consisted
of students, faculty and support

groups, talked about topics
specifically dealing with relationships
between men and women. Theme
subjects included "Communicating
Partners," "Communicating One on
One" and "Understanding the
Opposite Sex."
"One of the biggest problems
between men and women is
communication," said Mays. "The
purpose of tonight's forum was to
provide a comfortable atmosphere
for students to have an outlet to talk
to others as they experience different
aspects of their relationship."
The panel, which functioned not
as experts, but as students giving
their own personal opinions on the
issues, answered questions dealing
with commitment, love, sex, dating

Campus Cable
Channel In Progress
Monica Yadegar
News Editor
Plans for UOP's new cable channel
are still underway, however
corrections need to be made to the
original article from the Oct. 22 issue
entitled, "UOP's Cable Channel
Coming Soon." The cable channel,
once in action, will replace the
current signal on Channel 2.
According to COP Dean Robert R.
Benedetti who is also in charge of
general education, the campus
channel will serve several purposes.
"Mentor seminar students, as part of
their curriculum, have mandatory
movies that they must watch,"
Benedetti said. "We will now be able
to show the Mentor movies on
television. Also I knew that K-PAC
was having difficulties with their
signal and wanted to reach more
students."
In addition, the cable channel will
~ /— t"MIc mpccaae Uz-kir/-! x*mprp

a schedule of events and information
will be scrolling across the screen. KPAC will provide the audio for the
message board.
According to Director of
Corporate and Foundation Relations,
Jennifer Held, the campus channel,
scheduled to begin by the end of
November, was made possible
through Connental Cablevision and
funds from a private foundation.
"Continental Cable is contributing
and installing close to $5,000 in
equipment for UOP," said Held.
"Both Continental Cable and the
Pollock Family donation have been
significant gifts in making the cable
channel possible."
In addition to these contributions,
Benedetti has been asking various
University organizations to help meet
the overall costs of equipment and
hook-up, which are approximately
$11,000. "The organizations that have
contributed include funds from
general education, ASUOP and
student life groups," Benedetti said.

and the pressures one encounters in
college as compared to high school.
"I feel it was an opportunity for
black males and females to openly
discuss their feelings on relationships
and to communicate with each
other," said panelist member
Gregory. "Even though this was just
the beginning, hopefully in the future
we will be able to come together
more rather than separate."
Overall, the consensus was that
relationships are built on friendships
first, and that one has to honestly
communicate with and be more open
to one's partner if commitment in a
relationship is going to work.
"I feel that the experience to talk
to the crowd was cool," said Edwards,
"but I strongly feel that what was said

tonight will not last throughout the
year because it will take more than
just a room with 30 people in it to
make a change."
The forum, according to those
who participated, was a success in
that it allowed students to come
together to share their thoughts
before their peers.
"Tonight was really good and
productive," said Mays. "This forum
let people know that they are not
alone, and there are people here to
talk about their problems."
This
was
the
first
"Communicating Between Partners"
forum hosted by the AASU. Several
more are scheduled to follow that will
also deal with the topic of
"relationships."

World On Wednesday

I
Monterey Institute of International Studies Dean Glynn Wood discusses
Democracy After the Cold War" at the Nov. 4 meeting of World on Wednesday.
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Gray
(Continued from page 1)
The understanding of religious
ritual in a religious state such as
Thailand, is highly important,
according to Gray. "I found that the
representatives of the nations major
commercial banks were literally
flocking to all forms of Buddhist
rituals," Gray said.
Not being familiar with these
customs can lead to frustration. The
American ambassador and the
Philippine ambassador, while in
Bangkok would complain all the time
that the Thai king and government
leaders were wasting all their time at
royal rituals and ceremonial pursuits,
Gray said. According to her, the
ambassadors were unaware that these
religious gatherings served a dual
purpose as networking opportunities.
Secrecy of business transactions
and a low public profile are also
characteristics of Thai business.
"When 'Forbes' magazine was listing
the world's billionaires, I asked them
why... one of the leading banking
families in Thailand was not listed.
Forbes replied, 'They won't talk to us.
"They operate in these huge

domains in which the king is featured
as the center of the cosmos, the
Buddhist kingdom and prosperity,"
Gray said.
Gray also pointed out the
importance of Southeast Asia and
cultural understanding in present and
future international affairs. "What the
three candidates are saying, for
example, is that some of the most
important business opportunities in
the 21st century are going to be in the
Pacific Rim," Gray said.
"Education must be reshaped so
that the U.S. can become globally
competitive," she said. "It's an issue in
the universities and its an issue for
students who are choosing majors.
Language, science, history and
anthropology, which were labeled in
the 1980s as being irrelevant or
unprofitable are becoming of
paramount importance.
"We must ask ourselves what kind
of knowledge is necessary if we are
going to succeed in business,
diplomacy and cultural exchange in
the Pacific Rim and here at home,"
Gray said.

"urfire alarm puU stations were
-Assault
* A student was reportedly
assaulted by a non-student while
attending class at Sears Hall on
Wednesday evening.

-Motor Vehicle Theft
* The steering column to a blue
GMC Jimmy parked in Lot #1
(Spanos Center), was damaged in
an attempt to commit motor
vehicle theft on Saturday evening.

* Two attempted auto burglaries
were also reported from Lot #4 (Long
Theatre) and Lot #7 (north of the
fraternities).
* An activated car alarm
interrupted an attempted auto
burglary on President's Drive Tuesday
afternoon.

-Auto Burglary
* Three male subjects in a darkblue, lowered pick-up truck were
seen fleeing Lot #6 (Carter House)
after an unsuccessful attempt to
break into a parked vehicle late
Thursday night.
* Stereo equipment was the
target of 5 auto burglaries
throughout the campus last week.

-Theft
* A resident of Southwest Hall

The Pacifican
is now
accepting
applications
for the
position of
Editor in chief
for the
Spring, 1993
semester. If
interested,
please apply
at the
Pacifican
office in Hand
Hall.

learning process," said Alan
Berkowitz, director
of
the
counseling center at Hobart and
William Smith Colleges in New
York.
Students are working more hours at
part-time and full-time jobs and are
getting paid less for their efforts.
Educators complain that bleary-eyed
students, struggling to pay rent and
tuition, often put academics on the
back burner.
However, colleges and universities
are becoming more enlightened
about stress.
New York University has more than
50 programs in residence halls to
assist students in coping with stress.
One group, known as "Peers Ears,"
offers walk-in offices staffed with
trained students who offer support
and encouragement to harassed
students.
At Swarthmore College
in
Pennsylvania, a campus-wide
"howl" can be heard for miles the
night before exams as students are
encouraged to let off steam with a
horrifying school-wide primal
scream. The occasion has been
dubbed "Students Collectively
Realizing Exams Are Monday," but is
better known as SCREAM.
Student stress seems to get worse as
years go by, according to an article in
The New York Times that recently
reported that the mental health
center at the University of
Washington in Seattle sees more
graduate and professional students
than undergraduates, and more
seniors than juniors.
Even at institutions where money
worries take a backseat to academic
concerns, the issue of workaholism
has taken on new dimensions in the
past five years.
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activated maliciously at
Epsilon fraternity on

* A smoke alarm was activated

reported his credit cards, checks and
identification missing from his room
on Wednesday.
* Two locked-bicycle thefts were
committed on Chapel Lane and one
14-speed Specialized Sirrus bicycle
was removed from the basement of
Farley House.
* A bicycle pack was taken from a
bicycle at the School of Pharmacy
Friday afternoon.
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Ritter House on Thursday.
* Seven security alarms and seve
activations

occurred this week.

-Did You Know?

* A subject was arrested for driving
under the influence of alcohol on
North Service Road Sunday night.
* Anther subject, previously
warned to stay off campus, was
arrested when he was found loitering
in Lot #7 (north of the fraternities)
Wednesday.
* At Casa Jackson, early Halloween
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combined total of 91 hours,:
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doors or windows open last week. the media. He ha
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Scheffler of UOP Public Safety.
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Workaholism Among College Students Is On The Rise
Stress Reduction Techniques
Karen Neustadt (CPS)—Whether it's
SELF-DIRECTED TECHNIQUES
slaving over hooks or at a part-time
Prioritize activities.
job, college students risk burnout
Exercise: jogging, aerobics.
with late hours and hectic schedules
Recreation: hobbies, sports,
in the race to get a diploma.
Workaholism wears many faces in
travel.
Activities: painting, sculpting.
the college population: It shows up
Social support systems: group
in an overachieving, perfectionist
activity,
involvement in service or
"superstudent," a cash-strapped
social organization, religious
scholar juggling a job and
schoolwork, or a college athlete who
activities.
BEHAVIORAL APPROACHES
squeezes study between hours of
Examine life goals.
practice, say psychologists who
Identify stressors.
counsel stressed-out students.
"There is a sense, nationwide, that
Recognize harmful traits.
mental health staffs are seeing more
RELAXATION TRAINING
distressed college students," said
Meditation.
Phillip Meilman, director of
Guided imagery.
counseling at the College of William
Muscle relaxation exercises.
and Mary in Virginia and author of
Hypnosis.
"Beating the College Blues."
BIOFEEDBACK
"There is no hard data, however, but
• Muscle tension control.
there is a subjective impression that
• Temperature control.
there is a higher level of dysfunction,
• Galvanic skin response.
that there are more serious
PHARMACOLOGIC
problems," Meilman said, noting
• Sedatives.
that substance abuse is often an
• Tranquilizers.
attempt to regulate stress.
• Antidepressants.
The average college experience today
• Beta blockers.
is no longer the easy, unrushed
Source: Dr. Paul Rosch, American
transition into adulthood that it
Institute of Stress
used to be.
"The stakes have been raised to the becomes stressful and unhealthy,"
point that everyone has to do more Meilman said.
to arrive at the same place, and that Mental health experts agree that
economic problems are taking a toll
on students, and many are seeking
help at university counseling centers
to cope with the complexities of
their lives.
"The increasing cost of college, the
problematic economy, coupled with
students
placing
unrealistic
demands on themselves, are having
an impact on students and on how
much they can engage in the
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Clinton Prepares For Offit

At Harvard University, for example,
academic and sports competition
has become so fierce that students
are being offered a new relaxation
program to help them let go of
health-draining stress.
"We are organizing a program with
Herbert Benson, the author of
'Relaxation Response,' to help our
people learn his techniques," said Dr.
Randolph Catlin, director of mental
health services at Harvard
University.

,,RBergman
0n>msin
Cory
Assistant News Editor
After sweeping a landslide of
support by pledging economic
change, President-elect Bill Clinton
is moving quickly to design a
framework to implement his
policies.
With the Clinton administration
set to take office Jan. 20, the
President-elect wasted no time in
appointing Vernon Jordan and
Warren Christopher as top advisors
in managing the transition.
"I think it's fair to say that
sometime very soon," said Jordan,

the economy and internals t 0 b l a m e b u t h
economy to come and fcs Democratic, Clin
conversation with the govern# reasons. He ha
Senator Gore about priorities
promises.
about his approach."
Those th:
An economic summit is still;
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planning stage, but many think
take for granted
a signal to the jittery bus;
community that the President- daily. We get to 1
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the
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be
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Thanksgiving.
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Iheatrefeast:
SL 'Banquet for the Imagination!
-Bill Of fareU-OIP DRAMA AND DANCE". "On t h e Air
Radio Dramas, Music and Surprises
Scott Eckern, Director
November 5, 12, 19 at 8:00 p.m.
November 22 at 6:00 p.m.
LONG THEATRE
All Tickets $4.00

Dear Editor,
I am writing in
article in last week
the legalization of
with the Kolken's i
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legal in the U.S.

PRELUDE TO A KISS
A Comedy-Drama by Craig Lucas
William J. Wolak, Director
November 6, 7, 20, 21 at 8:00 p.m.
November 8 at 2:00 p.m.
DeMARCUS BROWN STUDIO THEATRE
General Admission $8.00
All
Students, Senior Citizens and UOP Staff $4.00

pacific ijopce forupi

klollie Steini

Freshman,
Undecided, -

Wor^s-ln-Progress

Dance

Penelope McCalley, Artistic Director
November 13. 14 at 8:00 p.m
November 15 at 2:00 p.m. '

DANCE STUDIO

DeppenewS
PIZZA
PASTA <g SANDWICHES
4415 Pacific Avenue • Stockton. CA 952U7 • 20*957-4415

All Tickets $2.00

Reservations for
cau 946-2116
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COPA Reviews Strategic Plan
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Who is better off now? Do the spoils truly go to the victor?
push has said that he is going to spend more time being a
?randparent. Compare that to the President Elect's reward. Clinton
Is now going to spend the next four years under the microscope of
media. He has promised to produce jobs, improve health-care,
lower the deficit and so on. If he does not, will that go un-noticed?
It seems that many are counting on Clinton to foul things
1, If he does, they will surely have plenty to talk about But what if
he actually does a good job? It seems to make more sense to back
him up and hope that he does a great job. After all, if Clinton does
come through and fix the economy etc., it will benefit the entire
country. Clinton may even benefit those that complain about him
If Clinton does a poor job at president, he will have no one
to blame but himself. Since that majority of the house is
Democratic, Clinton should have no opposition merely for political
reasons. He has got a vast opportunity for implementing his
promises.
Those that exercised their right to vote can be proud o
themselves, no matter whom they voted for. United States citizens
take for granted what many all over the world fight for and die for
daily. We get to make a choice and the choice for the next four years
has been made.
President Bush was more than gracious about losing. It is
over and he too knows that complaints are futile. It is time for the
country to come to the same realization.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
1 am writing in response to your
Wide in last weeks paper regarding
legalization of drugs. I disagree
with the Kolken's reasoning that the
°nly way to eliminate the drug
problem is through laws prohibiting
4eir consumption. The reason that
' disagree is that the basic
•ssumption of the article is that
People are inherently bad and can
W be trusted to act responsibly.
1 would like to point out that if
Prohibit someone from doing
something, they are going to go
'bead and do it anyway just to
Prove that they can not be made to
something against their will.
Certainly we learned this lesson
bom prohibition and contrary to
Jbe article, drugs were, at one time,
le8al in the U.S.

A few facts which the author failed
to mention: First of all, no one has
ever overdosed on marihuana, twothirds of our prison inmates are
incarcerated for drug related crimes.
We have more people in our prisons
than the Russians did at the height
of Stalinism.
The per-capita
consumption of alcohol has
decreased every year since
prohibition and not everyone who
experiments with drugs is going to
become an addict.
Now, it seems to me that the only
logical solution is to legalize drugs
and educate people about their
effects. Our next step should be to
stiffen penalties for driving or
committing any crimes while under
the influence. Finally, I think we
should devote a little research into
how we can make them safer. Then,

Michael V. Kattelman
COPA Junior Assmblyman
On June 30, 1992, tzhe Strategic
Planning Council of the University
of the Pacific completed the working
draft
of
the
Strategic
Plan..TheStrategic Plan has been
designed to outline the goals,
objectives, and strategies that the
University of the Pacific should
implement to advance its status and
capabilities as an institution of
higher learning. The College of the
Pacific
Association
(COPA)
encourages all students, faculty, and
University employees to review a
copy of the Strategic Plan: Working
Draft, June 30, 1992, to discover
what the Strategic Planning Council
believes to be the major problems
and focus of the University, and to
realize
what
the
Council
recommends to improve the overall
quality of education at the
University of the Pacific. Copies of
the Strategic Plan are available for
review at the Office of Student Life.
The College of the Pacific
Association would like to commend
the Strategic Planning Council for
stating their goals and objectives in
the Strategic Plan: Working Draft,
June 30, 1992. It is COPA's feeling
that the Council has correctly
identified many of the problems that
the University of the Pacific is
facing, and that the majority of the
strategies stated will be effective.
However,
as
the
student
representative body of the College
of the Pacific, we would like to offer
support and suggestions for possible
revisions that would enhance the
meaning and direction of the
Strategic Plan, specifically relating to
those goals and objectives which
focus directly upon the students.
I Having direct concern for the
student welfare, we address the
concerns of needed revision in the
Student Environment section of
the Strategic Plan.

While discussing the content of
this sectiock the COPA Assembly
stressed concern about the
ambiguity and lack of examples in
several of the strategy statements. In
Strategy 1, the definition of
"academic interests" as a relation to
residence halls is unclear. Our
University has explored and
implemented the ideas of a wellness
hall, an international residence hall,
and an honors hall, to a fair degree
of success. Is it the intention of the
Strategic Planning Council to
further advance these types of halls,
or are the "academic interests" to
lead to halls and sections directly
relating to majors, as in Carter
House, which is emphasized as a
building for pharmacy students?
Our members are concerned about
the potential division among majors,
colleges, and students in general,
that this type of housing structure
might bring about. It could cause a
reverse effect of the stated Goal.
However, as the COPA Assembly
does not entirely understand the
objectives, it is difficult to offer
support or constructive criticism to
this strategy.
In Strategy 2, which relates to
quiet study time, the COPA
Assembly asks if this is a strategy for
change, or a continuance of present
policy? Is it the objective of the
Strategic Planning Council to seek
for earlier quiet hour and study hour
times, or is it the feeling of the
Strategic Planning Council that the
present policies are sufficient to
encourage academic study during
the evening and weekends?
We request that revisions be made
by offering examples with each
strategy statement. This will allow a
precise meaning without a variety of
interpretations to be derived from
each statement, and hopefully cause
a creative and positive response to
the Strategic Plan. COPA has
discovered that those statements

which are direct and give examples
have led to goals and objectives
among our own organization, which
we thank you for. Strategy 4,
relating to discussion groups, has
sparked an interest by COPA to
investigate the possibility of
instituting a COPA sponsored study
group for students in Mentor
Seminar. Strategy 9, pertaining to
student recognition, has brought
about discussion of a 'COP Student
of the Month' program sponsored
by COPA. S10, in regards to a UOP
television channel, has motivated
COPA to invest its time, energy, and
funds to supporting such a cable

channel on the UOP campus. It is
our belief that with a precise
statement of strategy, this type of
response will occur campus wide.
Once again, COPA would like to
commend the Strategic Planning
Council on the Strategic Plan:
Working Draft, and we hope that
our suggestions will be taken in a
positive nature to further the
advancement of the stated strategies.
If the Strategic Planning Council
would care to meet with a COPA
representative to further discuss our
suggestions, do not hesitate to
contact COPA at 946-2964.
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UaJvmlty of U

Jeffrey Weinberg
Editor in Chief

First, a distinction must be made.
and only then, can we begin to get a
handle on the problem of drug C.O.P.A. and the C.O.P. Council are
two differenentities that serve
addiction and abuse.
The solution I have proposed does different roles within the college.
Second, it was the C.O.P. Council,
call for people to take responsibility
a
board
of faculty and students of
for their own actions and for many,
the
college,
that addressed this issue,
this might be a bit more of a burden
than they care to bare, but outside of cot C.O.P.A. The academics at the
martial law, in what is supposed to college by eliminating "wet"
be the land of the free to act, think fraternity rush. Any questions
and choose. I see no other solution pertaining to this resolution or any
of the business covered by the C.O.P.
to fix this problem.
Council should be directed to the
lohn Simmons
C.O.P. Council Chairman, Scott
Eckern.
Dear Editor:
Mark Howitson
In the last issue of the Pacifican,
C.O.P.A.
President
you allowed an article to be printed
that said C.O.P.A. or the College of
the Pacific Student Association, a
student organization, passed a
resolution that banned "wet"
fraternity rush. This was erroneous.
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PACIFIC TALKS
Who is your favorite member of the UOP staff and why?

Collie Steinman,

Freshman,
Undecided, -

omen that clean Grace C°ve •
e they have to put up with a
:arp.

Andrea Ballard,
Sophomore,
Communication,

Dr. Carol Ann Hall, APR. She
gives great advice and she is like a
"Mom" to us.

Matt Fisher,
Junior,
English, -

Mike the townhouse maintenance
dude because he snaked the clothes
that SAE left in their ex-house over
the Summer.

Dan McDonald,
Sophomore,
Sports Management,

- I like the campus barber because
of he gave me this neat "do."

Kelly Palmer,
Senior,
• Psychology,

- Dr. Gibson Just because!
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Fraternity
Ousted
BYU Dress Code Forces
Plagiarism Persists
For Racial Slur
Students
To
Cover
Up
At All Academic Levels
J- VTA

.
^

ATHENS, Ga. (CPS)

By John Williams (CPS)—A list of
Sometimes students plagiarize out
"don't's"
in Brigham Young
of desperation because they are weak
University's
dress
code recently drew
writers or because they didn't work
national
media
attention to the
on their assignments until the very
Church
of
Jesus
Christ
of Latter-Day
end of the term. Other students say
they do not know what plagiarism is, Saints school, where short shorts and
miniskirts are not allowed.
an excuse that doesn't wash with
"Our honor code has drawn
academicians.
"I believe 95 percent of college attention in the past. We're used to it,"
students understand what plagiarism said spokesman Brent Harker."We
expect high standards. When
is; they receive information about
from high school on," said Barbara someone finds an exception it makes
the
news. But
llic 11CWJ.
D Ul the
lilt- standards
aittiiuuiu^ are
Hetrick, Dean of Academic Affairs at
important.
A
large
majority
of the
Hood College in Frederick, Md. "In
faculty and students support it
most instances, students may not
Few colleges and universities in the
have given themselves enough time to
United
States have official dress codes.
complete the assignment, or in some
But
for
the handful that do, watch out
cases, they may have felt over their
if you try to wear a short skirt or
heads academically. So rather than
academicians.
shorts to classes. At BYU, for instance,
talk
with
the
faculty
member,
they
If a professor suspects a student of
you can be refused service at the
stole
someone's
work
to
pass."
plagiarism, how should the case be
library or campusrun eateries if your
It
is
difficult
to
put
a
definitive
handled? Do students get enough
clothing isn't up to code.
number
on
the
rate
of
plagiarism
background on plagiarism to
While many students, faculty
cases. Many cases may be dealt with
understand what it is?
members
and administrators may
With rapid advances in the ability
privately between the instructor and
student, while other cases may go think that a student dress code is
to make copies and printouts of print
and electronic media, how does before a panel of students and faculty anachronistic, Liberty University in
Lynchburg, Va. and BYU in Provo,
members for consideration and
modern technology fit into the
Utah, take it very seriously.
possible punishment.
scheme of defining plagiarism and its
"It's a Christian school," said a
The Higher Education Research
consequences?
Liberty
University spokesman. "So
Institute at the University of
These questions tend to muddy an
California-Los Angeles, which does they believe students should dress like
already gray area.
a Christian school."
Plagiarism has existed as long as annual freshman student surveys,
At Brigham Young, men and
used
to
ask
questions
about
cheating,
people have written, and despite
women
"must have a clean and wellbut does not any longer.
widespread knowledge that it is a
taken
care
of appearance. They must
Some schools told students not to
form of academic cheating, it still is
avoid
extreme
hairstyles," said Harker.
fill out the section on cheating, so
practiced.
researchers stopped asking the "We don't have punkers with orange
"If students do not understand the

By John Williams (CPS)—A
marginal student, at the end of the
term, turns in a major paper that is
academically perfect—brilliant
thoughts, wonderful analogies and
insightful analysis.
Unfortunately, the words aren't his.
The student has taken paragraphs
verbatim out of a research book and
included them in his paper without
citing the author. In real terms, this
student is a thief— he is stealing
someone else's work and passing it off
as his own.
Plagiarism, which comes from the
Latin, meaning kidnapper or literary
thief, brings up a plethora of knotty
problems
for students and

importance of doing their own work
and being honest intellectually, they
will fail to understand that when they
get into the work world," said
Elizabeth Baer, dean of faculty at
Gustavus Adolphus College in
Minnesota.
Plagiarism occurs at all levels of
colleges from the freshmen year to
doctoral work. Some cases that have
received extensive publicity, according
to The Chronicle of Higher
Educucation and other sources,
including:
• The Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.,
the slain civil rights leader who
plagiarized much of his doctoral
dissertation. King received his
doctorate in 1955 from Boston
University.
A panel investigated the finding,
made public by Stanford University
researchers at the Martin Luther King
Jr. Papers Project, and upheld the
plagiarism charge in 1991.
• H. Joachim Maitre, the dean of
Boston University's College of
Communications, resigned in 1991
after he used several passages of an
article in a commencement speech
without citing the author.
• U.S. Sen. Joe Biden, D-Del.,
admitted in 1987 that he plagiarized
part of a law school paper in 1965. He
copied five pages from a law review in
a 15-page paper without citing the
source while at Syracuse University
Law School.
While running as a Democratic
presidential candidate in 1987, he also
used quotations in speeches from
former British Labor Party leader Neil
Kinnock and the late Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy without giving them credit.
These are well-known cases that
received much attention in the
nation's media. But plagiarism also
exists on a much quieter and
anonymous level, from the student
who copies verbatim out of research
books and passes it on as his or her
own work in freshman composition
to doctoral candidates who secretly
the services of research
USe
companies.

"I see it as a very critical problem.
It seems to me that the incidence of
plagiarism has increased in the past
10 years," said Kevin Brien, a
professor
of
philosophy at
Washington College in Chestertown,
Md. "I see it as something that
eroding academic institutions. Unless
we work collectively to turn it around,
we will continue to have problems."

questions, a spokeswoman said.
An average of 300,000 students a
year are surveyed at 600 institutions.
In 1988, the last year the cheating
section was included in the survey,
36.6 percent of the respondents said
they cheated on a test in school, while
57.1 percent said they copied
homework from another student. If
cheating on this level exists, it is fair to
assume that similar rates of
plagiarism will exist, school officials
said.
In fraternity and sorority houses,
in dorm lounges, even in classified
ads in youth-oriented newspapers
and magazines, term papers are
openly peddled. Papers written by
other students, or and research done
by companies that specialize in
providing term papers to students can
be turned in to instructors and passed
off as the students' own work.

hair."
What brought BYU to national
attention recently was an Associated
Press story that referred to students
wearing shorts on campus. Provo can
be hot in September and October,
and after the administration approved
the wearing of shorts a couple of years
ago, suddenly there was an
impression that the hemline started
moving up the thigh a little too much.
Coupled with the story was a
picture of a female student wearing
shorts that were a few inches higher
than her knees.
However, no action was taken
against the student. "We don't want a
repressive, police-like atmosphere on
campus," Harker said.
The restrictive dress code was
enacted at BYU in the early 1960s.
"There were a lot of variations in
clothing at that time," Harker said.

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Overcharge
6 Contused
10 Police group
14 More robust
15 Church section
16 Byway
17 Bloodvessel:
pref.
18 Family group
19 Bard's river
20 Act recklessly
23 Homily: abbr.
24 — Jima
25 Audience
26 Follower of
spin or tap
27 Grief
32 Alaskan island
35 One: Ger.
38 RiggorRoss
39 Act recklessly
42 One's school,
with 32 0
43 NY canal
44 Camera feature
45 Ark landing
47 Shipping
hazard
49 Modern: pref.
51 Outwit
52 Tank need
55 Act recklessly
61 Declare
positively
62 "I met —
with..."
63 Maine college
town
64 City on the
Truckee
65 Word in an
Erie Gardner
title
66 Poe's bird
67 Alan or Cheryl
68 Looked over
69 Tractor man
DOWN
t Certain rugs
2 Pirogue
3 Chill before a
fever
4 — Ericson
5 Gain
6 Hermit

by C.F. Murray
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"Certain ways of dressing such as
beards, beads and bangles reflected
the counter-culture message that was
not acceptable at a church-run

school."
Skirts were required for women
and slacks for men. Additionally, men
couldn't have beards or long hair. "It
was quite a visible contrast to what
was going on," he said.
In the early 1980s the rules were
relaxed somewhat; Men and women
were allowed to wear jeans. But not
..
grubby jeans. And beau s^ere
banned. And finally, in 1990, the
shorts were added to the list of
approved attire, provided they were
around knee length. Beards were still
banned. So were earrings for men. If
men wanted to wear mustaches, they
must be neatly trimmed.
All but 2 percent of BYU's 29,000
students, are Mormons, and all
students must sign an honor pledge
that they will abstain from liquor,
drugs, tobacco, sex, tea and coffee.
"They must demonstrate in daily
living the morals of a chaste and
virtuous life," Harker said. Our dress
code has to do with a chaste and
virtuous life. It's different at BYU.
That's the general point: We're
different. We're a minority."
At
Liberty
University,
a
conservative Christian school, male
students must wear dress slacks, shirts
and ties to class, and women must
wear dresses. No shorts are allowed
unless a student is going to a physical
education class or to work out.
Students also aren't allowed to use
drugs, alcohol or tobacco, curse or
have sex.
But these schools are the
exceptions, not the rule. At the
University of St. Thomas, a Catholic
institution in St. Paul, Minn., there is
no written policy for a dress code.
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University of
suspended
^ ^ indefinite
Georgia campus
P e n °d.
ff;rials discovered
University officials cus
that a printed pamphlet for
Kappa Phi fraternity contained the
nhrase
"no
niggers.
An
investigation revealed that some
fraternity members knew about the
slur and chose to do nothing about
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demanding that the
a petition
sted from the
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Offensive Cartoon Is
Catalyst For Race Forum
_—

x

STARKVILLE, Miss. (CPS)—
Officials at Mississippi State
University are sponsoring a series of
forums on race relations after a
cartoon published by the school
newspaper was denounced as racist.
The Reflector published a cartoon
in late September of a white man
watching black characters playing
basketball and making music on a
television set.
The cartoon caption made
references to children born out of
wedlock and America's social ills, with
the final statement blaming blacks for
the majority of the country's
problems.
Outraged members of the MSU
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People

1 - .» —. d .n,l tb if arlifnv F).
demanded
that editor Byron C
be suspended from his newst
duties.

Hundreds of blacks march
protest against the newspaper.
Clarke, who insisted that ther;
a misunderstanding concerning
intent of the cartoon, printej
apology in the newspaper ai
apologized at an assembly of
students.
"It was meant to be satire.
Archie Bunker-type thing,
though after it was explain;
people, some people wert
offended by it," said a Refit;
reporter, who asked to rer
anonymous.
Clarke and his staff have!
retained at The Reflector.

The School of International Studies is proud to
announce the offering of the following special
topics and area studies courses for. . .

Spring 1993
SHI 193
ST: Social History
of Africa

SML 126
Reading & Discussion
on Luso-Brazilian
Literature
Man., Wed., & Fri.
3:30pm-4:50pm
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7 Shopper's
delight
8 Slip by
9 Virgil hero
10 Insult
11 Surfer's need
12 Prolific
writer?
13 Care for
21 Amidst to
poets
22 Wear away
26 Really great
28 Garand for
one
29 Extraordinary
30 — even keel
31 Means' partner
32 See 42 A
33 Lacerate
34 So long in
Soho
36 Neither's
partner
37 Added buckram
40 Tehran citizen
41 Spartan slave

Tuesday & Thursday
10:00am-11:50am

ANSWERS
r>
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Professor Bruce LaBrack

SPO 193
ST• Political Qovelopmant
46 Card holding
48 Shoe
50 "In the merry
month — "
52 Tree group
53 Ed of TV fame
54 Rock

55 Norse noble of
yore
56 Pari of the eye
57 Darn
58 Goad
59 Let up
60 Dies —

Tuesday & Thursday
1:00pm-2:50pm
Professor Cortlandt Smith

- m

SIS 193
ST: Twentieth-Century
-Latin American Rm/olutiQfl§
Tuesday & Thursday
8:00am-9:50am
Professor Joel Verner
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Homeless Students Homeless Students Juggle Classes, Despair

US

By Jeff Schnaufer Special
Correspondent LOS ANGELES
(CPS)—When John boards the bus
after a long day of classes, he often
falls asleep, not bothering to tell the
driver to awaken him at the stop near
his home. It's not because he doesn't
care about getting home; it's because
he doesn't have one.
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John's situation is not an isolated
case. Across the country, a growing
number of college students are
finding themselves in the ranks of the
homeless, forced to juggle their
dreams of success with the reality of
survival.
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The higher costs of education and living
expenses are forcing more students into
the streets.

"You have to go slow," said John,
an auto mechanics student in his
mid-30s at Santa Monica Community
College in southern California. John,
who holds a parttime job at the
college, doesn't want his real name
used because he doesn't want people
to know he's homeless.
"Sometimes I sleep on the bus,
taking the bus all the way into
downtown Los Angeles and come
back in time for classes in the
morning. Sometimes I live in a motel
for a week when I get paid.
Sometimes I live in the streets.
Sometimes I stay with a friend if he
has a car."
Although there is no official
number of homeless students in the
United States, estimates of the total

News Briefs From Across The Nation
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Students Explore Low Enrollment
More Women
Forces College
Develop Eating Third World
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (CPS)—A
taff have been Disorders
group of La Sierra University To Close

tor.

m

ez

ATLANTA (CPS)—One out of
three college women will experience
some type of eating disorder while at
school, Emory University Student
Counseling Center Director Joyce
lones said.
Serious problems include laxative
sbuse, rigid or unneeded dieting,
excessive exercise or occasional
Purging. Severe disorders include
'uorexia nervosa, or not eating, and
huiimia nervosa, or binge eating and
Purging.
"Transitional periods—returning
or entering college for the
'ust time—are especially difficult
''mes for students with eating
borders," Jones said. "Anytime there
i[e difficulties with relationships or
5rade or career pressures, eating
disorders can get out of control."

,0 school

She suggests that parents and
^cators be aware of the prevalence
^the disorders and learn to identify
'hem, get the student into therapy
"Sht away, encourage the student to
,0'n campus support groups dealing
disorders, and educate all people
J" campus about eating disorders,
ginning with freshmen orientation.

students shunned their affluent
lifestyle and lived in lifesize Third
World habitats during a twoweek
experiment to explore life in other
parts of the globe.
The nine habitats, designed by
film set designers and built by LSU
students, were on display as part of a
project entitled "Global Village 92,
sponsored by the Adventist
Development and Relief Agency, an
international organization that deals
in disaster relief.
The students ate the same foods
and quantities as the indigenous
people would eat and experienced
firsthand the realities of the kind of
life lived by millions of people
around the globe.
The Global Village featured
homes from developing countries,
and included an African Masai kraal,
a South American floating reed
house, a refugee camp dwelling, an
Asian bamboo stilt house, an
American homeless family living in
a car,- an inner-city tenement, a
Brazilian tin and cardboard hut, a
Southeast Asian refugee boat and an

PHILADELPHIA (CPS)—
The oldest independent school of
technology in the United States,
faced with financial problems and
declining enrollment, will not open
this fall, college officials announced.
The trustees of Spring Garden
College said they decided to cancel
classes "after extensive but
unsuccessful efforts to resecure the
long-term
viability of
the
institution.'
Officials report that the college
only had 250 full-time and 275 parttme students enrolled for the
coming fall term.
In 1981, the college had 797
fulltime students and 548 part-time
students.
The college, which offered
degrees in computer technologies,
architecture and interior design
among others, was founded in 1851
and is a Philadelphia landmark.
Officials say the school has a debt
of more than $10 million, and an
operating budget of $5.5 million.

homeless population range from a
conservative figure of 500,000 to 3
million, according to advocacy
groups.
Even with such a large number of
students needing so much, only a few
colleges have addressed the problem
directly.
One of the largest efforts has taken
place in Florida, where the state
Legislature passed an amendment
earlier this year that exempts
homeless students from paying
laboratory and instructional fees at
state-supported community colleges
and universities.
While Hurricane Andrew added a
significant number of students to
Florida's homeless ranks, college
officials said the new law and Florida's
sunny climate had already attracted
many homeless people who want to
be students.
"Our percentage of homeless is
higher than the general population.
We have about 100 (homeless
students) here," said George Young,
vice president for student affairs at
Broward Community College, which
has about 50,000 students on three
campuses.
Efforts to help the homeless are
also taking place in Massachusetts.
Last month, Suffolk University in
Boston awarded a homeless man with
a four-year scholarship. Kevin Davis,
31, began studying finance this fall
under the private university's annual
Homeless Student Scholarship
Program.
"I always wanted to go to college
and now I can," Davis said in a
statement. "I have a wonderful
opportunity to build a new future."
Students are also pitching in to
help other students. At Michigan
State University in East Lansing,
students have joined with a local
philanthropist to o^&n a food bank
for students who may live off campus

and who are having financial
problems, including any homeless
students.
To encourage participation, 20
percent discounts at the bookstore are
being offered to donors, while
recipients can receive food without
having to prove their need.
Despite these efforts to help
homeless students stay in school,
rising tuition, costof-living increases
and continued low wages are forcing
more students to choose between
attending classes and having a place to
call home.
For example, John is on his third
venture as a homeless student since
moving to California from New York.
He became homeless each time
because he could not afford to pay for
housing.
"I had found a two-bedroom
apartment with a South African
student. He rented me a room for
$280 and we split utilities," recalled
John, who holds odd jobs and
receives financial aid. "When the
student finished the four years at
UCLA, he was supposed to leave the
country. I didn't have enough money
to keep paying the rent."
With only $400 a month in income
from a part-time job and financial
aid, John said he has just enough to
pay for food and bills, such as storage
for his belongings, a student bus pass
and, ironically, a Visa credit card
obtained at a student rate.
The inability to pay for housing is
so serious that some college officials
are opening the doors to their homes
and offices to keep students in school.
"The economy is stressing them,"
Young said. "I had a student body
president who slept in the student
body office for a month because he
couldn't pay rent. We've let them take
showers in the gym and sleep in the
gym and the locker room. I've got
people on my staff who will take

people home with them."
One student decided he would
rather go homeless than sacrifice a
quality education.
Charles Kirby, 25, decided to live in
his van when he enrolled at California
State University, Northridge. After
working for two years as a waiter,
Kirby did not want to see his savings
wasted on high rents, which can run
as much as $500 per month, even
sharing a small apartment.
Working to pay that kind of rent
would interfere too much with his
grades, said Kirby, who lives off his
savings and does not work. "I
consider being a student a fulltime
job. I want to get the A's to go to
graduate school," said Kirby, an
English major. "I'm a serious student.
I'm not just some hippie in a van.
"Why should I spend money on
housing when I don't know what
tuition is going to be next year? I want
to be prepared," added Kirby,
pointing out that CSUN's fees were
raised 40 percent this year due to a
California budget crisis.
But Kirby's decision to be homeless
has had a cost, even if it is not rent.
It's nearly impossible to lead a normal
life, he says. He must photocopy
textbooks to save money, eat only
fruits, vegetables and other perishable
foods because he has no cooking
facilities, keep his van away from
campus police and sneak into the
gym to shower. He also gets lonely.
"I can't give any women my phone
number," Kirby said.
For some homeless people,
however, college may be the last
chance of a normal life.
"The two places I have lived, I
found through school. In school, I
found some kind of income," said
John, who dreams of opening an auto
shop one day. "If it weren't for school,
I'd be on the street. I found people
who cared."
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Award-Winning Pianist Performs At UOP

in New York's Alice Tully Hall under

The Conservatory of Music will
present Canadian pianist Audrey
Andrist in recital on Monday, Nov. 16,
at 8 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall. Andrist is the recent winner of
the Eckhardt-Gramatte National
Music Competition in Canada and
will perform here the day after
completing a 20-concert tour of
Canada which was a result of winning
the competition.
Audrey Andrist has been a top

PERSPECTIVES
ON
DIVERSITY

the baton of Sixten Erhling.
Born in Saskatchewan, Canada, she
began her piano studies with Mary
Murakami in Estevan, later completing
a Bachelor of Music degree with
highest honours at the University of
Regina as a student of William Moore.
Andrist holds both the Master of
Music and Doctor of Musical Arts
degrees in piano performance from
the Juilliard School, where she studied
with Herbert Stessin.

Canadian pianist Audrey Andrist

SBPA Introduces The
Pacific Business Forum

Campus Life For An
African-American Female

Burt Nadler
Director of Career Services

I am an individual person with my own individual thoughts and
feelings.

PROTESTANT WORSHIP SERVICE
MORRIS CHAPEL
Wars & Rumors of Wars
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15
11 a.m.
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Office of International
The
within the Division of
irtvices
dent Life, is a focal point on
"pus f°r programming which
jovvn cultural boundaries and

hasizes
interaction
and
""derstanding between cultural
"Imps. Although it is seen as the
e

!un« in
"arks the
L>o« foreign student office," its services go
news
anchor ( ijfbeyond that limited perspective.
0
\ glimpse at some of its current
Dave Show' i
a
jamming shows that programs
amuse«tent
f0l ,n be developed which do not
SUre>" the
othe. („arate groups, but bring them
( ther. A brief description of these
programs will help illustrate this

!bH
' H a m *< point.TOP: A Rainbow of Cultures," in
b Ham

and his
Journeys in the ^operation with UPBEAT, is a series
e they reside,
anJ ([presentations designed to provide a
^pse into the cultural backgrounds
led to the lucky ,[students
present on the UOP
who answers the campus.
Although
media
on of the nigh, presentations, lectures, panel
-ach week," DaVe discussions and traditional foods are

r

'y let the listeners|a part of these monthly gatherings,
they what us to lire social interaction between the
vo weeks agowe siudent presenters and the audience is
first floor of what separates this program from
luminum foil
-ky winner."

Hmong Student

Ton;the first 8rou^to be

hiBhr1'
8 ig ted, gave its audience a
glimpse into its culture, traditions,
hopes and fears as they become part
ot the mainstream society.
"Dinner with the Director," a series
ot dinners with the director of the
ice of International Services, is
designed to bring together leaders of
the various ethnic and cultural clubs
in an informal home setting. This
type of interaction is designed to
foster greater communication,
cooperation and understanding
between students who desire to bring
greater awareness and appreciation of
their cultural backgrounds to the
entire community.
Housed in Callison Dining Hall
with the support and encouragement
of ARA, Language Tables" gives both
native speakers and language learners
of Spanish, French, Russian, German,
English and Chinese an opportunity
to get together each week over dinner
to speak the language they have in
common. In addition, participants
make friends from cultures different
from their own and develop a better
appreciation of each other's cultures
and backgrounds.

Women of the World," presented
monthly in the Bechtel International
Center, gives attendees a personal
glimpse into factors which affect the
roles and conditions of women
throughout the world. Informal
discussions give participants an
opportunity to ask questions which
are of special interest to them.
Informality and interaction are the
keys to success in this program.
"The International Classroom
Project" encourages UOP's foreign
students to share firsthand knowledge
of their home countries with
Stockton's elementary and high
school students. They bring to life
students' textbooks and break down
preconceived stereotypes which the
students may have. The foreign
students also gain a better sense of
American culture as seen through the
eyes of the young people with whom
they met.
Cultural sharing, friendship and
appreciation of other's cultural
heritage are the cornerstones of the
"International Friendship Family
Program." Stockton area families
who desire to share their home and
family activities with a student from
abroad are recruited. The lifetime

Conservatory Presents Second
Inaugural Concert In A Series
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Dr. Charles Schilling will perform
in Tuesday, Nov. 17 at 8 p.m., in the
second concert in the Inaugural
Concert Series of the newly installed
pipe organ in Morris Chapel.
The new two manual and pedal
pipe organ built by J. W. Walker and
Sons Ltd. in Suffolk, England, was
installed in Morris Chapel in January
of this year. It illustrates the
missance of organ building using
taker or mechanical action like the
ugans of the time of Bach and
Buxtehude. There are 16 stops and 20
ranks at present. Eventually, the
organ will be enlarged to its full
capability of 19 stops and 25 ranks.
Schilling will perform this concert

in what will be his thirty-first organ
recital in Stockton.
The program will represent
Germany, Austria, France, England
and Finland. "Three Pieces for
Organ" by British composer William
Walton vyill receive its first Stockton
performance. Sibelius' "Funeral
Music" and "Intrada" were brought
from Finland by UOP Professor
George Buckbee. Mozart's "Andante"
for a mechanical organ in a clock will
be played; it is a delightful piece even
though Mozart himself thought the
commission was unworthy of his
talent. Other selections will be
Buxtehude's "How Brightly Shines
The Morning Star," the "Second

Choral in B Minor" by Cesar Franck
and Bach's monumental "Passacaglia
in C Minor."
Schilling received his training at
Carleton College and the School of
Sacred Music of Union Theological
Seminary in New York City.
He was Professor of Music at. the
Conservatory of Music from 1956 to
1985 and has been organist at the
First Presbyterian church and St.
Andrew's Lutheran church.
This fall he has returned to the
First Congregational church where he
had previously served as Minister of
Music for 16 years. He is also well
known for his many carillon recitals
in Burns Tower.

The Conservatory of Music
"ivites you to "come and dance up
lstorm or just enjoy the music"
"hen the UOP Jazz Ensemble,
"tder the direction of trumpeter
J'ike Vax, presents its popular
B'g Band-Bash '92" on Friday,
^°v- 13, at 8 p.m. in Raymond
G'eat Hall.
The ensemble will play music of
te% Band Era, including Glenn
:''"er> Stan Kenton, Count Basie,

Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, Duke
Ellington, Harry James, Charlie
Barnett, Woody Herman and
more.
The UOP Jazz Ensemble is a 23piece group under the direction of
Mike Vax, well-known jazz band
director and trumpet performer
whose tenure with the Stan
Kenton, Clark Terry and Glen
Miller orchestras, the U.S. Navy
Show Band, the Dukes of

Dixieland and various other jazz
groups have given him a
tremendous
storehouse
of
experience to draw from in leading
and playing in events like these.
Tickets are available at the door:
General Admission is $5.00; UOP
students and children $3.00. Non
alcoholic refreshments will be
available to purchase.
For more information, call
946-2415.
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Tri-Delta
Holds Annual
Spaghetti Fest
Tri-Delta is holding their annual
philanthropy Spaghetti Fest on Nov.
15. A spaghetti, salad and bread
dinner will be served beginning at 5
p.m., and is expected to run until 8
p.m. Tickets are $5 )5er person and
can be purchased in advance in the
dining halls or in the McCaffrey
Center. Tickets can also be purchased
at Tri-Delta on the day of the event.
All proceeds go toward cancer
research at the University of
California, Davis Medical Center.

Call 946-9315 for reservations

Thursday, November 12
Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 12 p.m.
Theta Alpha Phi (Drama Fraternity), Green Rm., Drama Building, 12 p.m.
-open to all students
American Marketing Association Meeting, Weber 101,5 p.m.
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister 108,5 p.m.
-open to all COP students
"On the Air" Drama Production, Long Theatre, 8 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 6 p.m.
Lecture: Olympic Medalist Dave Johnson, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 7:30 p.m.
"Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
-an interdenominational worship service sponsored by Youth for Christ
Model United Nations Meeting, Bechtel Center, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "BOOMERANG," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Friday, November 13
Interview Skills and Roleplay Interviewing, Career Center, 2-4 p.m.
Job Search Strategy Development, Career Center, 2-4 p.m.
Friday Forum, Bechtel Center, 3-5 p.m.
Volleyball vs. New Mexico State, Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
Chi Alpha Radical Reality Meeting, WPC 140,8 p.m.
Jazz Ensemble Big Band Dance, Raymond Great Hall, 8 p.m.
Pacific Dance Forum, Dance Studio, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "BOOMERANG," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Static Attic Dancing, McCaffrey Center, 2nd floor, 9 p.m.-l a.m.
Saturday, November 14
Spring Semester Registration, 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
"A Gathering of Light," Presidents' Room, 9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
-a teleconference sponsored by the Spiritual Truth Center
Football vs. San Jose State, Stagg Stadium, 2:05 p.m.
Volleyball vs. San Jose State, Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
Pacific Dance Forum, Dance Studio, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "BOOMERANG," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sunday, November 15
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 a.m.
Protestant Worship: "Wars and Rumors of Wars," Morris Chapel, 11 a.m.
Pacific Dance Forum, Dance Studio, 2 p.m.
Talich String Quartet of Prague, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 4 p.m.
Spaghetti Fest, Tri-Delta, 5-8:30 p.m.
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "BOOMERANG," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Monday, November 16
Model United Nations Meeting, Bechtel Center, 8 p.m.
Recital: Audrey Aiidrist, Piano, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Senate Meeting, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.
Tuesday, November 17
Cross Currents: "Croatian Poetry and History," Raymond Commons Room, 12
p.m.
-featuring Dr. Ivo Soljan, Associate Professor of English Literature,

UOP Jazz Ensemble Holds Its Big Band Bash

and

ho mores.

friendships
and
enhanced
understanding of cultural traditions
around the world are the primary
goals of IFFP.
OIS's final program, "Conversation
Partners," brings American and
foreign students together so they may
learn from one another. Foreign
students have a chance to improve
their conversational English skills and
learn about American culture, while
American students learn about what
life is like in a foreign country.
Partners can share their hopes, fears
and dreams and discover that they
have much in common even though
they come from diverse backgrounds.
The motto for CP is "A little listening,
a little talking, a lot of learning and a
lot of sharing."
In addition to these programs,
social activities are planned which
emphasize an exchange of cultures
and an appreciation of different ways
other than our own. As in all that the
Office of International Services does,
the interaction of people is the
primary focus. All are encouraged to
participate. If you would like further
information on how you can become
more involved, contact the Office of
International Services at 946-2246.

Schedule of Campus Events

University of Sarajevo, Republic of Croatia
Law Club Meeting, Weber 101,7 p.m.

Please
submit
your
campus
events to
Mike
Traina,
Across The
Campus
Editor,
Hand Hall,
Third Floor
or call
946-2113.

Recital: Charles Schilling, Pipe Organ, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "PINOCCHIO," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
"Alternative Images," Morris Chapel, 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 18
World on Wednesday, Bechtel Center, 12:30 p.m.
-featuring Lawrence Meredith, Professor of Religious Studies
PRSSA Meeting, Knoles 210,6:30 p.m.
Recruiting Reception, Presidents' Room, 7 p.m.
-hosted by Career Services, open to all students
Pacific Business Forum: David Gerber, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 5:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "PINOCCHIO," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Gay Association of Pacific (GAP) Meeting, Presidents Room, 9 p.m.
-open to all students
Thursday, November 19
Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 12 p.m.
Theta Alpha Phi (Drama Fraternity), Green Rm., Drama Building, 12 p.m.
-open to all students
Accounting Society Meeting, Weber 104,5 p.m.
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister 108,5 p.m.
-open to all COP students
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 6 p.m.
"On the Air" Drama Production, Long Theatre, 8 p.m.
"Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
-an interdenominational worship service sponsored by Youth for Christ
Model United Nations Meeting, Bechtel Center, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "UNLAWFUL ENTRY," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

If there is something you would like listed in the new "Across the
Campus Events Schedule," please contact Mike Traina, Editor, at
946-2113.
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Football Squeezes By Cal State Fullerton
Allie McHugh
Sports Editor
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It was not supposed to be as close as
it was last Saturday, but a win is a win.
The Pacific Football team struggled at
times, but was able to pull out a win
over Fullerton State, 23-20. The team
did not play at its supposed level and
must do better if a win is going to
happen Saturday against San Jose
State.
The Tigers started off quickly,
taking the opening kickoff and driving
62 yards in seven plays, with Ryan
Benjamin running four yards for a
touchdown. The big play of the drive
was a 31-yard pass from Troy Kopp to
Aaron Turner, putting the ball on
Fullerton's four yard-line. Two plays
later, Benjamin went untouched into
the endzone, putting the Tigers up 7-0.
Kopp, starting his first game since
his ankle injury six weeks ago,
completed 22 passes for 295 yards and
a touchdown. Turner was his main
target, catching eight balls for 152
yards.
Benjamin had 86 yards rushing,
and 199 all-purpose yards. In addition
to getting almost 200 total yards,
Benjamin also became the third man
in Big West history to surpass 5000
total yards in a career. This is an
astonishing mark, considering that
Benjamin has only been a Big West
player for less than two full years.
The Tigers drove minutes later in
the first quarter, and got a 39-yard field
goal from Eddie Ausherman. In all,
Ausherman kicked three field goals,
including the game winner, and made
two solo tackles on kick-offs. With less
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Grant Carter knocks the Fullerton quarterback down.

than a minute left in the first half,
Ausherman kicked his second field
goal, but the Tigers found themselves
down 14-13.
The two Fullerton touchdowns
were set up by a Pacific punt and a
turnover. The Titans scored on a twoyard run, and a 37-yard option pass,
putting themselves up 14-10, before
the Ausherman field goal.
The defense was the savior for the
Tigers once again on Saturday- playing
another good game. Grant Carter, who
sprained an ankle in Washington and
was not expected to start on Saturday,
was the star of the defense. Carter had

13 unassisted tackles, 15 total and also
forced a fumble. Daryl Rogers and
Jason Vasconez also played a great
game, getting 11 and 10 tackles
respectively. The big loss for the Tigers'
defense was when Shawn Price
sprained his knee early in the game.
Price was unable to play the rest of the
game, but Rogers, along with Jami
Anderson and Jason Miller filled in
beautifully.
The second half saw the Tigers
come back and win the game. Kopp
hit freshman Ron Smith on a 21-yard
pass for a touchdown, which put
Pacific up 20-14. On the play, Kopp

Rugby Continues To Turn Heads
Tim Metcalf
Staff Writer
Last Saturday, the Pacific Rugby
Club (PRC) had an impressive
performance in the annual Capitol
Rugby Tournament in Sacramento.
The tournament was held to
introduce the Capitol Rugby team to
the Valley Conference.
Pacific arrived a bit late, and was
rushed to get on the field for its first
game. PRC fell short to a strong
Sacramento host team. Despite the
19-10 defeat, strong play came from

rookie Ryan Jack, and veteran Mike
"The Hammer" Niethammer. Tries
were scored by forward captain Erik
Nielsen, and back captain Brian
Weinrich.
PRC then faced a second Capitol
team from Sacramento and avenged
the previous loss, 14-12. Feeling his
oats, rookie Judd Hanna got a great
pass and lead the team to its first try.
Large rookie, Chris Baus, had the
next and winning try for the club.
Nielsen converted both extra point
kicks.
The final game of the day pitted
PRC against Davis Rugby Club.

Needless to say, the Tigers ate up the
Aggies 34-10. Mike Vexler had a
fantastic running game, scoring a try
for PRC. Baus had his second try of
the day on a sweet penalty run. Troy
Reeves turned a few heads by doing
some serious hitting and scored two
tries. Finally, Erik Mall stepped in at
the last minute to lead the team at
scrum half and had a great game.
Mall gave consistent transitions
between forwards and backs, and
scored a try.
PRC is in San Jose this weekend
and home on Nov. 21 to face
Sacramento State.

was looking for Turner, but saw he was
covered and pump-faked before
hitting the wide-open Smith. This
touchdown was vintage Kopp, and
showed he is back 100%.
The biggest play of the game
occurred when Fullerton had the ball,
trailing 23-20. On third-and-six,
Carter made a tackle to drive Fullerton
into a fourth down situation. On
fourth and eight, Jami Anderson
intercepted a Fullerton pass to secure
the Tigers slim victory.
The win over Fullerton kept
Pacific's hope alive for a conference
title. The Tigers must beat San Jose
State on Saturday and Utah State next
week if a title is in its grasp. Come out
and support the Tigers for the most
important home game this year. Kickoff is 2:05 on Saturday.

Simonis, Baus Named
Pacific's Athletes Of The Week
Mike Niethammer
Staff Writer
For this week's female "Athlete of
the Week," we were really looking for
a newcomer, perhaps a woman who
has not been in the press all that
much and had a great performance.
However, Vikki Simonis, of the
UOP Women's Volleyball team, had
another outstanding performance.
Last Friday, Simonis led Pacific to a
victory over the visiting Hawaii
Rainbows 3-0. In that game, Simonis
had 17 kills, 10 digs and three service
aces. On Saturday, the Tigers beat

Hawaii in four games and Simonis
had 15 kills, 13 digs and again, three
service aces, not to mention the Big
West Player of the Week. Sorry
newcomers.
For the men, the Pacifican could
have easily chosen Aaron Turner with
eight catches for 158 yards, or Grant
Carter with his 13 tackles in the win
this weekend against Cal State
Fullerton.
We decided to do something a little
different.
The Pacific Rugby Club played in
a tournament this last weekend and
some surprising things happened.
Troy Reeves, in his first game ever

played, scored two tries (similar to
touchdown in football). However,
the male "Athlete of the Week" goes to
former UOP offensive lineman Chris
Baus.
Baus, in only his third day of
Rugby, scored the first two tries of his
career. This is almost like a lineman
in football scoring two touchdowns.
Both of the scores were done in 6'2,
280-pound lineman fashion.
The first was run in from roughly
ten meters out, as Baus carried two
defenders on his back. The second
was from 22 meters out and he ran
over seven "would-be tacklers" for the
score.

Men's Soccer Ends Season With Win
Robert Davis
Senior Staff Writer
The Pacific Men's Soccer team
ended its season last Wednesday,
coming from behind to defeat CalMaritime, 5-3. The Tigers, who
finished last year with a 12-2-2
record, could not improve on that
record, as its record in 1992 was only
8-3-1.
The game against Cal-Maritime
should have been an easy victory for

the Tigers. Pacific found itself down
3-2 at half-time, but battled back to
take the lead and hold on. Matt Vargo
scored the first two goals for Pacific,
but it was Bart Damner who tied the
game up. Damner scored to tie the
game at three, and minutes later was
fouled inside the Cal-Maritime
penalty box. Mike Chapman took the
penalty kick and the Tigers were up
for good, 4-3.
With two minutes left in
regulation, the two teams erupted, as
a scuffle ensued which could have

turned ugly. The referee, seeing that
there were only two minutes left on
the clock, called the game before the
scuffle turned into something bigger.
The Tigers were given the 5-3 victory
and thus ended its season on a good
note.
Vargo and Chapman were the
offensive powers again this year, as
they were 1-2 in points. Vargo had 15
goals and one assist, while Chapman
had seven goals and 11 assists. The
Tigers will miss these two, but should
continue to prosper into the future.
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unbeatable. They are the only
team without a loss. In fact, they have
even lost a set this year The
fetors, Chris's Team, and the
nnominants are close on their tail.
I he B-league's the largest and most
competitive of the co-rec leagues,
eleven teams, in two different
divisions, are vying for
the
championship.
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There are three undefeated teams:
South-West, Diggers, and R. Rowdies.
hese teams will play each other later
this year, so only one will remain
without a loss.
The C-league teams are improving
every game. At the season's half-way
point, three teams look like they have it
together. Jessie B. and John B 2 do not
have a loss, while Go Us have only one
defeat.
The season ends Nov. 22, and the
UU H
1U the week after
will
be R.
held
Thanksgiving break.
c\TTnv
nr v DATES
ENTRY DUE
„7 HR
r
play-offs

The racquetball tournament entries
opened Oct. 26. The tournament will

/
NTrw 13,
IT at
ot ;
n m in the
tU
be tomnrrnw
tomorrow, Nov.
3 p.m.
Baun Fitness Center. It is not too late
to enter the tournament, so come by
the Intramurals office in the main gym
to pick up an entry form. There will be
three levels of play, so don't be shy and
go out and play.
The Turkey Woggle entries opened
Oct. 21, and close Nov. 21. The event is
a three mile fun walk and run on Nov.
22, with turkeys going to the winners.
The pre-holiday basketball
tournament will be held on Dec. 5 and
6, in the main gym. Entries open Nov.
16, and close on Dec. 2. We will take
only the first 12 team applications.
There will be two leagues; A) high level
of play, and B) intermediate level of
play.
REMINDERS
The Intramurals department has a
pro-style volleyball net for rent. The
cost is $25 for a 48-hour rental. Please
contact the Intramurals department at
946-2716 for more information.
Anyone interested in women's crew
please contact the Intramurals office as
soon as possible. The number is 9462716, or stop by the office in the main
gym.

Water Polo Splits Two Weekend Games
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to help out against Rivera and this led
to scoring opportunities," said Head
jlaffWriter
Coach John Tanner.
Sophomore
goalie
Colin
The Pacific Water Polo team split
Wenstrand had an outstanding game
with seven saves. "He played
iw weekend rematches, prevailing
extremely well and this was a big
over Long Beach State 8-6, and
factor in terms of our overall win,"
topping an 11-3 discussion to UC
said junior Brent Layng. Tanner was
tvine.
also pleased with Wenstrand's
In a typical fashion, the Tigers got
performance. "He played great in
to a slow start against Long Beach
front of the goal and really shut them
on Saturday, falling behind the 49ers
out in the second quarter."
after the first quarter. Pacific
A new Tiger defensive alignment
evened up the score in the second
clicked
in during the second half.
quarter and dominated the game in
k second half. "We had to do a little "We played a new defense and that
attributed to our slow start, but they
atching up after the first quarter, but
we really took off with it and were
we really pulled it together as a
able to play well as a team," said
ieam," said junior Mike Thue. The
Baldwin.
fe made a last ditch effort in the
On Sunday, the Tigers got
fourth quarter with two quick goals.
swamped
by UC Irvine 11-3. This
The Tigers secured their lead with
was
a
disappointment
after Pacific's
ree goals in the final quarter.
respectable showing at home against
Pacific scoring was led by freshman
the
Anteaters earlier in the season, 8fed Schumacher with three goals
5.
The
positives of this game were
Kored, closely followed by junior
really
too
few to name and many of
®°yd Lachance who added two
the
players
would like to chalk this
points. One point scorers were senior
one up as a "total disaster." According
Wee Maroney, sophomore Darren
to Tanner, "we were just tired, and
Baldwin and sophomore Rey Rivera.
our passing and shooting was not up
Wo were really able to take advantage
to par."
"'the mismatch-ups, especially with
Tiger scorers were Thue, Baldwin
Vera
"* - They were consistently trying

and freshman Jim Wyles with one
point each. Wenstrand was busy with
nine saves and dodging the 11 goals
by Irvine. "Our communication was
very poor, especially after being so
strong against Long Beach," said
Wenstrand. Tanner felt that the
Tigers "just couldn't finish our
offensive opportunities, and Irvine
converted that into opportunities for
themselves." On a positive note
Tanner
recognized
a
good
performance by Wyles in both games.
On Friday, Nov. 13, at 3 p.m., the
Tigers will be prepared for a rematch
with Stanford. Pacific is eager to
show Stanford how much they'have
improved since their earlier defeat at
the hands of the Cardinals,11-3.
Assistant coach Eric Sharar feels "it
will be a tough match, but we will
anticipate a close match. I think
Wenstrand will have to have an
exceptional game and the other
players will need to play well allaround, too."
This will be the second to the last
game of the Pacific Water Polo season.
Not only will they face No. 2-ranked
Stanford on Friday, but the following
week they will face No. 5-ranked
Pepperdine in their final home match
on Saturday, Nov. 21, at 1 p.m.

Hinders and Cheli Talk About Redshirting
'as°n

Wynne

^Writer
S'nce 1989,

the Pacific Water Polo
^ has enjoyed success to a limited
e8ree. Consistently placing in the
^but not in the top five, the
Payers frustratedly sought victory
^nd a spot in the finals of the NCAA
lament. Those who have
8'aduated will never reach the
"lament, yet the 1993 Tiger team
k'heir goal beyond the finals.
e '992 squad has two games left
'n its se
ason and the team, again, has
l>een
ranked as one of the top 10
^ ls in the nation. Currently they
tanked number nine.

o

use*
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team was young this year,
because there was a noted
l()
Se,lce
pla
°f experienced college-level
J
ycrs. Three would-be seniors were
y°dd Hinders, Tom Cheli
. odd Hosmer. They were not
Ure
tf d' Rather, they took advantage
e

ainly

'NCAA
b'CAA rule allowing athletes to
'•"dfiw,
coin
years in college while
Teting for four years. The extra
(js"ls known as a "red shirt" season.
Ually freshmen
athletes do this,
5l,
n
t{J*'' 8 them to practice with the
de. and adjust to college life. The
C" ^°r the three players to red
made by coach John Tanner
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Will Fruehling
Staff Writer
If you were on campus this past
weekend, you might have noticed the
hundreds of cars parked around the
A.G. Spanos Center.
As a matter of fact, on Friday and
Saturday, 2,500 fans came out to see
the Women's Volleyball team play two
matches against the University of
Hawaii.
During Friday night's match, the
Tigers came out very strong and
defeated Hawaii in three straight
games. The scores were 15-9, 15-9
and 15-9. Pacific's domination of this
match was quite impressive and
Wahinnies were shell-shocked.
The offensive leader was Vikki
Simonis who had 17 kills and 10 digs.
Natasha Soltysik contributed with
nine kills and eight digs.
Both Katy Eldridge and Charlotte
Johansson accumulated eight kills.
With consistent play from all the
players, the Tigers proved that they
will be contenders for the National
Championships come December
when the Final Four selections are
made.
The team hitting percentage for
Friday night was .368, compared to
Hawaii's .190. The Tigers simply over
powered the Rainbows.
During Saturday night's match, the
Tigers stumbled a bit, but the final
outcome was another victory for
Pacific.
The game scores were 15-10, 6-15,
15-6 and 15-2. Eldridge once again
dominated with 16 kills and Simonis
had 15 kills. Simonis also had 13 digs,
while Setter Lisa Johns had 12 digs.

"watching the young team improve is
and the other players.
sort
of a joy."
While Hinders
I discussed the "red shirt" season
commented, "because you're
with Cheli and Hinders and asked for
competitive, you want to be in there."
their thoughts on the 1993 season in
No matter how they felt this season
which all three athletes w.ll be
they are eagerly awaiting the
competing. They told me the idea of
beginning of spring competition in
"red shirting" was discussed at the
March.
end of the 1991 season. They both
All three of these athletes were Allassured me that they practice as hard
Conference players in 1991, with
as the whole team. Their obligations
Hosmer receiving Ail-American
consist of attending every home
honors. The goal for next year is
game, to running the clocks while
undoubtedly to win Pacific's first
watching and attending all practices.
National Water Polo title. Cheli says
Cheli and Hinders also workout on
by doing this, the seniors hope to
their own when the team travels.
establish a long, strong tradition of
The reasons behind the decision
winning for Pacific Water Polo. In the
were strategic. Cheli and Hinders
words of Hinders, "This is an exciting
explained that with only four
time for all of the team, and UOP
returning older players, the 1992 team
Polo as a whole, in that the school has
had a good chance of going to the
never sent a team to the tourney
NCAA tournament. However, if the
(NCAA)."
Teniors took their extra year, the team
When I asked Cheli to summarize
this
1992 season and comment on the
•"
wi.«
1993 season, he said the following,
asked! Cheli had this to say about the
"The
unity
and
maturity
•
"It is not illegal nor
demonstrated by the 1992 Tigers will
unethical,' rather it is an aggressive as
be a great attribute and necessity for
our success in 1993." Hosmer was
unavailable for comment, however,
Cheli and Hinders portrayed the
pulushes rankings and,energy of a team fired up to work
So how do these players teet.
extremely hard in order to achieve
cted they must experience
their goal of being the best in the
suggested tney
t heir own
mired emotions watenmg
country.
Cheli found satisfaction,
team. <-neu

assess

Charlotte Johansson goes through the block.

The Tigers' play has been very
consistent over the past few weeks.
After this weekend their record is 21-3
overall and 13-1 in the Big West
Conference.
With this record the Tigers are
almost guaranteed a spot in the Final
Four. If their play continues to
improve the way it has been, the title
"National Champs" will sound more
and more realistic.
Simonis had two outstanding

matches this weekend and she was
recognized by receiving the Big West's
Player of the Week. She should be
very proud of this and we look
forward to seeing a few All-Americans
by the end of the season.
The Tigers' next two matches are
against New Mexico State and San
Jose State. They will be played on
Friday and Saturday night in the
Spanos Center so come out and
support the Tigers.
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oncert Review

U2, Public Enemy Rock The Bay
Allie McHugh
Senior Staff Writer

L

ast Saturday, the Oaknd
Coliseum rocked, as Bono, The
Edge, Adam Clayton and Larry
Mullen Jr., better known as U2,
brought their Zoo TV show to the
Bay Area. What was billed as a "Day
on the Green," turned out to be a
show of a lifetime for any true U2 fan.
The band played with a lot of energy,
taking only a five minute break
throughout the two hour concert.
The Sugarcubes and Public Enemy
were the opening bands for U2. The
highlight of the opening acts was the
hanging of a Ku Klux Klan robe by
the members of Public Enemy. The
crowd showed their appreciation for
the hanging of the robe, while Public
Enemy told the crowd of 70,000 that
hate needs to stop in this country.
Public Enemy truly set a great tone
for the show and opened the
floodgates for the feature band.
U2 started the show with four
consecutive songs off their recent
album, "Achtung Baby." "Zoo
Station" was the first song the band
played, to a roar from the excited
crowd. "The Fly," "Even Better than
the Real Thing" and my personal
favorite, "Until the End of the World,"
got the crowd and U2 warmed up,
and sent the concert into a whirlwind
of ecstasy.
A new twist to this recent tour by
U2 is their acoustic set of songs. The
band made its way to a platform in
the middle of the crowd, and rattled
off some great tunes. "Angel of
Harlem" and "When Love Comes to
Town," both off "Rattle and Hum,"
got great applause and screams from
the crowd. In one instance, Bono
brought a woman on-stage and sang
to her, and afterward, opened a bottle
of champagne and sprayed it on the
crowd.
Besides new tunes off their last two
albums, U2 also played some classic
songs. "Sunday Bloody Sunday,"
"New Year's Day" and "Pride" are
fixtures in the career of U2, and the

band did not disappoint their
audience as they spun off beautiful
renditions of each song. U2 also
played two special songs on Saturday.
"Stand By Me" and "Redemption
Song" dazzled the crowd and showed
the versatility of the band.
U2 ended the regular portion of
the concert with "Stand By Me," but
came out for an unprecedented eight
song encore. "Desire" started the
encore, but it was topped by "Where
the Streets Have No Name." The
Edge's guitar-playing during "Streets"
was unbelievable, as bass player Adam
Clayton rambled out strong chords
from his instrument. Drummer Larry
Mullen Jr. even got into the act, as he
sang the Irish folk song, "This Dirty
rp
))
Town.
The performance of U2 was helped
with visual effects. Three small cars
were suspended above the stage on a
crane, shooting lights and effects
toward the audience. Behind the band
were four large TV screens, which
were hooked up to a satellite. Bono
changed channels with his remote
control, treating the audience to
things from the Home Shopping
Network to a speech by George Bush.
The best non-musical part of the
whole concert was when Bono called
the White House. He asked for the
"soon to be ex-President," but was
told that he was unavailable. Bono
told the crowd that it was good to see
that Bush was always there for the
people of California. By the way, the
White House number is 202r 561414, just in case you want to talk to
the feeble old man.
The U2 concert was a treat for me,
because I have been a fan of the Irish
rockers for almost 10 years. It was the
first show I had seen by them and I
was not disappointed. This band has
immortalized themselves in the
history of rock and roll and should
continue to do so into the next
century. If you missed the show, you
will have to wait until next time.
Make sure though that you catch
them next time, because there is
nothing more exciting than a night
with "Bono and the Boys."

Reel In Prizes At 'Trout Bout'
The 8th annual "Trout Bout"
team fishing derby will be held
Saturday, Nov. 14, at Oak Grove
Regional Park. Over 1,200 lbs of
rainbow trout will be stocked prior
to the contest.
Prizes for the competition are
donated by local businesses. Gates
will open at 6:15 a.m., registration
closes at 10 a.m., and the last
weigh-in is 12:30 p.m. Prizes will
be awarded shortly thereafter.
Members of the Delta Fly Fishers
will coordinate the event.
The "Trout Bout" will feature
two competitions. The adult/child
team competition prizes are won
by entering the heaviest combined
weight of two trout caught by the
team. If a child does not have an
adult partner he/she can compete
in the individual Competition.
Prizes in this category are won by
entering the heaviest weight of one
trout caught by the child. Each
child will be competing with
individuals in a similar age group
(8 & under, 9 to 12, 8c 13 to 15).

Seniors:
Don't Forget
To Take
Your Senior
Portraits

1

Please remember a child can
participate in only one type of
competition. Adult supervision IS
REQUIRED.
There is no registration fee for
the event, however a $1.50 fishing
permit fee and valid California
fishing license is required for
anyone over the age of 16. It will
cost $3 to park your vehicle. There
is a five trout limit. All State Fish
and Game laws apply. Participants
must supply their own fishing
equipment. For more information
call the San Joaquin County Parks
and Recreation Department at
(209) 953-8800 or (209) 331-7400.
Oak Grove Regional Park is located
on Eight Mile Road and 1-5 in
Stockton.

The Pacifican's Weekly Top Ten Lis,

Fraternities:
To Rush Or Not To Rush
Jason Wynne
Staff Writer
Greek organizations are based on
membership and were created for the
benefit of their members. It suffices
to say that without new members
Greek organizations would cease to
exist. The increase in enrollment this
year was encouraging news, for all
Greek organizations expect this
increase to be reflected during spring
rush.
"Rush" is the term used to describe
the process that leads to one's
invitation to join a fraternity or
sorority. Rush usually consists of a
number of social functions where
prospective members meet active
members of each organization. It is
important to note that the process is
fun and one is not obligated to join
any organization in the end.
Men's Rush 1993 begins on
Thursday Jan. 28th, with Rush
Orientation in the McCaffrey Center
theater. The time is yet to be
announced.

The first two functions will be on
Jan. 29th, with Alpha Kappa Phi,
Archania and the Omega Phi Alpha
fraternities holding "Open House"
functions.
The next night Saturday, Jan. 30th,
the Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon and Alpha Kappa Lambda
fraternities will do the same.
The "Open House" events will be
followed by a string of functions
beginning Tuesday, Feb. 2nd, with Phi
Delta Theta. Wednesday night Alpha
Kappa Lambda will have an event
scheduled, followed by Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.
The week will end with an event
put on by Archania on Friday night
and Omega Phi Alpha on Saturday,
6

The final week will begin on Sunday
the 7th and each fraternity will host
one more function.
Friday will be "Preference Day
when prospective members are
invited to the individual fraternities in
the afternoon.
The process ends on Saturday with
"Bid Day" when invitations to join
are announced, new members are

Travel To Italy This Winter
Stacey Jackson
Staff Writer
Among the many courses and
travel adventures being offered
during January Term, the Italian
Study Tour will offer students a
chance-of-a-lifetime opportunity to
experience Italy from the inside out.
Students taking this course will
live at the Marymount School in
Rome and enjoy the routines of
Italian life and the companionship
of Italian students, while at the same
time enjoying a long list of sight
seeing adventures.
Register by Dec. 2, at the Office
of Lifelong Learning and call
Coordinator Patricia Liddle at 9462591 for further travel and passport
information.
Imagine the Adventure: Italy
Jan. 2 Depart S.F.-destination
Rome, Italy.
Jan. 3 Orientation, walking tour
of Rome
Jan. 4 San Clemente, the
Colosseum, the Roman Forums
Jan. 5 The ruins beneath St.
Peter's and the tomb of the Apostle
Peter.
Jan. 7 Pantheon, Ara Coeli,
Capitoline Museum

Jan. 8 The Ara Pads and Tomb of
the Caesars
Jan. 9 Excursion to Naples and
Pompeii
Jan. 11 The Vatican Museum,
Borgia Apartments and Sistine
Chapel
Jan. 12 St. Peter's Basilica
Jan. 14 St. Peter's in Chains, Saint
Mary Major and St. Mary of the
Angels
Jan. 15 St. Augustine, Saint Mary
above Minerva, and the Church of
Jesus
Jan. 16 Ostia Antica
Jan. 18 Siena: Cathedral, Museum
and Civic Hall
Jan. 21 Florence: Cathedral;
Academia; St. Marks; the New
Sacristy
Jan. 22 Venice: Island of Murano,
Church of the Frati and Grand
School of St. Rocco
Jan. 24 Milan and depart for USA
An audience with Pope John Paul
II will be arranged for those wishing
to attend.
Excursions take place in the
morning, and classes in art history,
geography and Italian will take place
in the afternoons, five days a week.
The program costs $3,400 which
includes all travel, tuition, room and
board. (XIS 193, 3 units)
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advantage of what the fratet
system has to offer." The Co?

introduced and a good time
enjoyed by all.
The schedule sounds busy ana
perhaps it is. However, it is good

registering for rush was 15 dollaryear and is expected to be the%
this year. During and after rUs(
years past the campus has ecfo
with men stating, "Rush was the b
15 dollars I've ever spent." 0naj
note, it is important to keeping
that there is no obligation to job,
the purpose of rush is to meet,
people and make new friends.

time for men to socialize, meet people
and enjoy the opportunity of making
lifelong friends.
Cory Clemenson, Co-Rush
Chairman for the Archania Fraternity,
comments, "Rush is a great
experience. I encourage all that are
interested to sign-up and take

From The Chief's Desk:

Department of Public Safety
Robert Callaway
Staff Writer
"When the front wheels of the
speeding car hit the oil it spun out of
control. The car spun like a top and a
forehead smashed the side window
and then hit the dash. Arms flopped
over a shoulder. The person struggled
and reached, but there was nothing to
grab. The situation was completely
out of control. The brake and gas
pedals were no longer at the person's
feet. The steering wheel was no longer
in a hand. A flying seat belt slapped
across a face. The force of the spin
sucked the air from their lungs."
The stretcher carrying this human
being was unloaded at the hospital. A
body of steel could not be moved. A
healthy person, who two hours
earlier had life clutched in their
hands, was gasping for air.
The emergency room door burst
open. "This one's next, and is in bad
shape."
According to the United States
Department of Transportation, the
number of people killed in
accidents is hard to believe. In 1989,
125 people a day were killed in motor
vehicle car crashes. Each day 1,000

people acquired injuries requj
hospitalization. Many of these pe,
were permenently hurt. By the®
the year, motor vehicle crashes;
taken over 45,000 lives. The cos
the citizens of this country wast
than 74.2 BILLION dollars.
Injuries from motor vein
crashes are the number one cats
death to young people. These veh
crashes also are the number onee
of on-the-job deaths. Motor vein
accidents are the third largest caux
death in America. In the nextt
years of not driving, manyofusa
become involved in a serious *
vehicle crash. By taking advantag
the occupant protection systs:
available today, we can improve
chances of surviving such a crash
also can survive without sever;
critical injury. Safety belts, air hand child safety belts provide efts
protection against serious ort
injuries in a crash. More people
buckling up and experiencing
protection benefits of safety belts
bags and child safety seats
safety systems work to protect f
your family in a crash. You are
one who must correctly use tl»
MORE ON LIFE SAFETY SYSTB
IN THE FUTURE!

Phony Baloney To Go, Please T rave l For Less With Other Student
(CPS)—Which student body calls
in the most phony pizza orders in
America?
The University of Georgia,
Michigan State University and the
University of California at Los Angeles
share the honors, according to
Domino's Pizza latest survey.
More than 400 drivers and
managers of stores located close to

college campuses were questioned in
the informal study, which was
designed to find out what kinds of
pizzas were most popular.
An official at Domino's said that
phony orders make up 1 percent of
gross business in an average year. The
company reports that drivers auction
off pizzas in dorms where orders prove
to be a prank.

Allison Wagda
Feature Editor
you driving to Tahoe alone and
need help with gas? Or maybe need a
ride to Chico for the weekend and don't
have a car? ASUOP may have an
answer.
Are

It's called the Travel Board, and it is
designed to hook up student drivers
and riders to destinations all over the

western states. Located 'n
McCaffrey Center gameroo®'
Travel Board enables students to
cards outlining where they are go^
The cards are divided i|,t0'
categories, those who need n|
those who are willing to drive, 1¥
no charge for the service. Student
are interested in postingacar
obtain one at the desk i»
gameroom.
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IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

STUDENT
DISCOUNT PRICE
Present Your Valid Student I. D. Card
at the Boxoffice
to Receive Student Discount Price
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